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MJ Logs – Why They are the Best Source for Well Logs 

MJ Logs has been in the business of delivering top quality Raster Well Logs and LAS Files for approaching 

50 years and were a pioneer in the creation of well log data libraries. They have more experience in 

handling well log data than anyone else with most of their employees being with them for over 20 years.  

These people are the experts in well logs and provide the best, cost-effective service in the industry.  

MJ Logs has the most complete library of wells in North America (3,000,000 and growing).  Throughout 

their long history, they have built their library from the earliest hard to find wells drilled at the beginning 

of the various basins as well as all recent logs available.  In many cases these legacy wells do not show 

up on other vendors maps or in other similar databases, but they are often critical to the accurate 

interpretation of an area.  It is good practice not to rely solely on a single database or vendor in any 

given area because often they show no logs are available when in fact that is not the case.  It makes 

tremendous sense to always check MJ’s log coverage to ensure that you get the best chance of 

getting the wells you are interested in.  All logs in the MJ library can easily be available in both raster 

and LAS format. 

MJ Logs’ extensive library of raster logs provides a cost-effective means for an oil and gas professional 

to scope an area and select the key wells they want to zero in on.  Depth registered raster logs allow a 

geologist to quickly build geological cross-sections and correlate tops.  From these tops - isopach maps, 

structure contour maps and specialized residual maps can be created.  For the petrophysicist, 

geophysicist or engineer, raster logs are a means to inspect the quality of the logs before the additional 

expense of acquiring LAS files is required. 

MJ Logs’ quality assurance is also a major factor in their success.  Their scanning and depth registration 

process, which is the most accurate in the industry, straightens and corrects warped and stretched well 

logs.  MJ Logs has a very detailed process to ensure depth is captured correctly.  Typically, their 

competition only calibrates the logs with top and bottom points, which ignores the paper stretch in the 

middle introducing false readings in key intervals.  But MJ Logs’ semi-automatic process can pick out 

those stretches and place extra markers for their production staff to ensure the depth reading is correct.  

This is extremely important when correlating an older well to a newly drilled in the same area or creating 

a LAS file from the raster well log. 
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MJ Logs also offers customized LAS services; clients can order only the curves they want, and MJ Logs 

supplies the entire interval of the curve available.   Their LAS process involves quality checks at three 

different stages of digitization to generate a file.  This includes a LAS data overlay with the high-quality 

raster well log as a final check on accuracy.  Scale changes, curve splices and missing sections are 

recognized and accounted for.  Furthermore, MJ Logs’ LAS header contains more information than 

any other vendor’s which gives the geoscientist valuable information about the well and how the data 

was collected. All this equates to LAS that can easily be imported into various applications without 

additional work by the client. MJ Logs’ LAS saves you time and money as well as produce more 

accurate results. 

MJ Logs’ takes great pride in the level of service, flexible options and competitive pricing it offers to its 

customers.  Well logs are their sole focus so a client can expect professional service, quick 

turnaround and a quality product.  They don’t charge extra for a rush job and MJ is always willing 

to work with clients to provide them with the flexibility to meet their time and budget requirements. MJ 

Logs publishes their phone number and are not afraid to talk to you on the phone, in fact they encourage 

it.  Their customer service is superb and is second to none.   

Clients can order data by the well, the county, the basin or the state and MJ Logs’ online, interactive 

map-based search engine allows clients to quickly focus in on the wells they want.  MJ has a number of 

methods of how files are ordered and delivered allowing clients to determine the one that works best for 

them.  Rental packages of well logs, with a perpetual use license option, are available for short term 

projects.   

MJ Logs offers their customers the choice of a perpetual use license to permanently maintain 

the MJ Raster Logs and LAS so there will never be a need to find and delete them from their files. 

This license allows users to share data with other partners or potential buyers in a data room, and in the 

case of an asset sale there are no transfer fees to the purchasing company, just the requirement for re-

registration.  

Since 1971 MJ Logs has been providing log services to the petroleum industry across North America.  As 

the technology has changed, they have adapted to continue to provide quality data.  MJ’s mission is to 

provide the best quality product at the lowest price, offering flexibility to suit their client’s needs while 

not sacrificing the level of service they are renowned for. 
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